Pontiac grant prix

The Grand Prix is a line of automobiles produced by the Pontiac Division of General Motors
from through for coupes and â€” for sedans. First introduced as part of Pontiac's full-size car
model offering for the model year, the marque varied repeatedly in size, luxury, and
performance during its production. Among the changes were positioning in the personal luxury
car market segment and mid-size car offering from the second generation to the fifth generation
for the sedan and from the second generation to the sixth generation from the coupe. The
Grand Prix returned to a full-size car from the sixth generation to the seventh generation for the
sedan, positioned below the larger Bonneville in Pontiac's model lineup. The Grand Prix first
appeared in the Pontiac line for the model year, as a performance-oriented replacement for the
Ventura , [4] which became a luxury trim level of the full-size Catalina It was essentially a
standard Catalina coupe with minimal outside chrome trim and a sportier interior bucket seats
and a center console. Early models were available with Pontiac performance options, including
the factory-race Super Duty powertrain installed in a handful of and cars. The first Grand Prix
was a Catalina hardtop coupe trimmed to standards similar to the larger top-line Bonneville,
with a distinctive grille and taillights. The bucket seats were upholstered in Morrokide vinyl,
while nylon loop-blend carpeting covered the floor and lower door panels. The center
console-mounted transmission shifter included a storage compartment and a tachometer. The
rear bench seat included a center fold-down armrest and a speaker grille that could be made
functional with the extra-cost Bi-Phonic rear speaker. Included were a padded instrument panel,
deluxe steering wheel, courtesy lights, and other features. For , the Grand Prix received revised
sheet metal shared with other full-size Pontiacs, but with its own squared-off roofline with a
concave rear window that contrasted with the convertible-like roofline of the Grand Prix and
continued on the to Catalina and Bonneville. Also new was a Pontiac-trademark split grille with
vertical headlights and round parking lights and "hidden" taillights. Aside from grillework,
taillight covering and bumpers, chrome trim was limited to lower rocker panels, wheel arches,
and roofline. Inside, the GP continued with luxurious interiors featuring real walnut trim on the
instrument panel and bucket seats upholstered in Morrokide vinyl. The center console was now
built into the instrument panel and featured a vacuum gauge to go along with a dash-mounted
tachometer manual transmission. Pedals received revised custom trim plates. A wide
assortment of options were available including power steering, brakes, windows, and driver's
seat; air conditioning, eight-lug aluminum wheels with integrated brake drums, Safe-T-Track
differential, and other items. The same selection of transmissions continued including the
standard three-speed manual, optional four-speed manual, or three-speed Roto Hydra-matic.
The Grand Prix received minor appearance changes from the edition. Revised upholstery trims
highlighted the interior, still featuring expanded Morrokide vinyl bucket seats and console as
standard equipment. The standard three-speed manual and optional Hydramatic transmissions
were unchanged from , however, a new GM-built Muncie four-speed available in either a
wide-ratio M or close-ratio M options replaced the Borg-Warner T While other Pontiac coupes
received the semi-fastback rooflines shared with other GM divisions, Grand Prixs retained the
exclusive squared-off roofline with concave rear window but a bit more rounded than the
version. Interiors were revised with all-new instrument panels featuring a larger dose of walnut
trim which now extended to the center console standard with bucket seats, along with a new
steering wheel with horn bars replacing the horn ring used in previous years. The standard
bucket seats could be upholstered either in expanded Morrokide vinyl or new
cloth-and-Morrokide trim. New for was a no-cost bench seat option with a center armrest
available with either upholstery choice. New options included an automatic air conditioning
system. This system, first introduced by Cadillac in , was available in addition to the regular
Circ-L-Aire Conditioning. Hazard flashers were also optional. Engine offerings were revised for
The standard three-speed and optional four-speed manual transmissions were carried over from
, however, a new three-speed Turbo Hydramatic transmission with torque-converter that was
similar in principle to Ford's Cruise-O-Matic and Chrysler's TorqueFlite replaced the older
three-speed fluid coupling Roto Hydramatic along with the four-speed Super Hydramatic in
Bonneville and Star Chief models. The Grand Prix received only minor appearance revisions
from the edition including a new more rounded split grille and new taillight trim. Inside, a
revised instrument panel included a squared-off gauge panel and new Strato bucket seats in
either Morrokide or cloth upholstery with higher seatbacks and more contoured cushions for
improved lateral support. The Strato buckets were standard equipment along with a console,
but a notchback bench seat with a center armrest was a no-cost option. Revised sheet metal
with rounded yet even more pronounced Coke bottle styling highlighted the Grand Prix and
other full-sized Pontiacs. A convertible was new; this lasted only for the model year. Also new
to the G. The louvered taillights were similar to those found on the GTO. Strato bucket seats and
console were standard equipment with Morrokide vinyl or cloth upholstery, or a no-cost

optional notchback bench seat with either trims. Other changes included a revised instrument
panel and door panel trim. New this year was a dual master-cylinder braking system and
optional front disc brakes [7] along with Rally II wheels. Also new for was an energy-absorbing
collapsible steering column. The Grand Prix received a more pronounced"beak-nose" grille in
shock-absorbent plastic and a new front bumper. The convertible was discontinued, leaving
only the hardtop coupe for This would be the final year for the B-bodied, full-sized Grand Prix.
The GP would feature a new body using a chassis based on the smaller Pontiac A-body
intermediates. Pontiac's general manager John Z. DeLorean ordered the development of an
all-new Grand Prix for the model year. It featured new bodywork with a pronounced grille, and
rode on a stretched version of the intermediate GM A platform dubbed the G-Body. DeLorean
and other Pontiac planners saw a way to reverse the declining sales of the full-sized Grand Prix
by creating a new niche in the burgeoning personal luxury car market. Sales reached over ,
units, almost quadruple the 32, full-sized models built in The similar but less luxurious
Chevrolet Monte Carlo followed in Ford and Chrysler responded by producing plusher versions
of their intermediate Torino and Charger, but both eventually created newer entries to the
intermediate personal luxury car battleâ€”the Ford Elite in and Chrysler Cordoba in The new
intermediate-based Grand Prix began to take shape in April , with a few prototype models built
on the full-sized Pontiac platform before the G-Body was ready. To save both development
costs and time in much the same manner Ford created the original Mustang using the basic
chassis and drivetrain from the compact Falcon, the revised Grand Prix would have a unique
bodyshell but share the A-body intermediate platform and mechanicals with the Tempest, Le
Mans and GTO. The basic body shell saw a major facelift in bracketed by minor detail revisions
in the and model years. The Grand Prix debuted a "Command Seat" wraparound cockpit-style
instrument panel that placed most controls and gauges within easy reach of the driver.
Enhancing the interior's sporty look, the "Strato" bucket seats were separated by a console
integrated into the instrument panel that slanted toward the driver, which included a floor
shifter, storage compartment, and ashtray. A leather trim option which also replaced nylon loop
rug with cut-pile carpeting was finally offered in addition to the Morrokide vinyl and cloth and
Morrokide upholstery offerings. Innovations in included a radio antenna embedded in the
windshield, flush-mounted "pop-open" exterior door handles, side-impact beams inside the
doors, and an optional built-in electrically heated rear window defogger. Vertical grille inserts
replaced the horizontal bars of the , movement of "Grand Prix" nameplates from the lower cowls
to the rear C-pillars and the vertical chromed louvers from the C-pillars down to the lower cowls,
highlighted the Grand Prix. An automatic transmission was offered as a no cost option. Interior
trim also received minor revisions, and a bench seat with center armrest returned as a no-cost
option to the standard Strato bucket seats and console. Bench seat-equipped cars included a
steering column-mounted shifter with the automatic transmission along with a
dashboard-mounted glovebox, replacing the console-mounted shifter and glovebox of
bucket-seat cars. Power front disc brakes became standard equipment this year. Due to the
success of the Grand Prix, other GM divisions followed suit and introduced similar cars for A
total of 65, Grand Prixs were made in The Ford Thunderbird styling change was reportedly
ordered by Ford Motor president Bunkie Knudsen, who moved from GM to Ford in after a long
career at GM which included the position of general manager for the Pontiac Motor Division
from to and ordered the addition of the Grand Prix to the model lineup. Interior revisions
amounted to new trim patterns for cloth and vinyl upholstery patterns for both the bench and
bucket seats, but the leather interior option was discontinued. Both engines received
substantially lower compression ratios 8. Transmission offerings initially were carried over from
previous years, including the standard three-speed manual, or optional four-speed stick or
Turbo Hydra-Matic. However, at mid-year, Turbo Hydra-Matic automatic became standard
equipment and the manual shifters were dropped. Variable-ratio power steering was made
standard equipment as well. New power ratings were put into effect, requiring manufacturers to
post net horsepower with all accessories installed vs. This system gave a more realistic
measure of power. This delayed the production of the third generation Grand Prix by one year in
Production numbers for were lower than in with only 58, units. Minor styling revisions included
a new cross-hatch grille up front and triple cluster taillights in the back. Inside, the burled-elm
trim was replaced by a new teakwood design, and upholstery trim patterns for vinyl and cloth
selections were revised for both bucket and bench seat offerings. Engine offerings remained
the same as before with the major change being the change in power measurements from the
previous gross method on a dynamometer to the new net ratings as installed in a vehicle with
accessories and emission equipment which made the horsepower ratings of models lower than
their counterparts though actual performance did not change much between the two years. This
was the first time that Pontiac offered a radial tire option for the entire model year. In , Pontiac

announced a radial tire option for the GTO that was quickly discontinued due to production
problems. Also at mid-year, a new "Fasten Seat Belts" light with buzzer was added per Federal
safety regulation. An all-new Grand Prix was scheduled for However, a day corporate-wide
strike at GM in late that hobbled the model introduction set back model production plans, and
the new A and G-body cars planned for were delayed for introduction by one year to the model
year. Production numbers increased after two years of decline, reaching 91, units and only
second place to the model. All A-bodies , including the Grand Prix, were redesigned for
Although large V8s were still available, the performance was on the decline due to new
emissions control systems. The most notable styling feature of this generation was the
appearance of the fixed opera window, replacing the previous disappearing rear side glass. This
year's Grand Prix switched from pillarless hardtop design to a pillared "Colonnade" hardtop
with frameless door glass as did all GM intermediates in response to proposed federal safety
standards regarding roll-over protection. The rear featured a revised boattail-like trim with
square-taillights above the bumper. A new instrument panel continued the wraparound cockpit
theme of previous models with new African Crossfire Mahogany facing on the dashboard,
console, and door panels, which was "real" wood in contrast with the simulated woodgrain
material found in most car interiors during that time. The Strato bucket seats were completely
new with higher seatbacks and integrated headrests in Morrokide or cloth trims, and optional
recliners and adjustable lumbar support, with a notchback bench seat offered as a no-cost
option. Also standard were power steering and power brakes. The introduction of radial-ply tires
improved handling. GM's "A" body cars' front suspensions were based on the Chevrolet
Camaro and Pontiac Firebird during this production run. The Grand Prix received a revised split
grille with vertical bars that was entirely above the bumper. The license plate and fuel filler were
moved above the bumper and taillight lenses were revised. The interior trim remained virtually
unchanged from , with standard seating choices, including Strato bucket seats with center
console or notchback bench seat with an armrest and cloth or Morrokide upholstery. The
bucket seats were available with optional recliners and adjustable lumbar support. The real
African Crossfire Mahogany trim was replaced by a simulated material for the instrument panel
due to splintering problems on models; the "real" wood was continued on the console and door
panels for another two years. A new cut-pile carpeting replaced the nylon loop rugs of previous
years. A federally mandated interlock system required the driver and front-seat passenger to
fasten their seat belts to start the car. This system was offered only for and on some early
models. It was rescinded by Congressional action. A Turbo Hydra-Matic transmission,
variable-ratio power steering, and power brakes were standard equipment on both models.
Radial tires were also a new option on the Model J this year. Still, was the third best-selling year
to date for the Pontiac Grand Prix. A revised grille with fewer vertical bars and revised taillight
lenses marked the Grand Prix. Changes included the addition of GM's High Energy electronic
ignition and a catalytic converter that mandated the use of unleaded gasoline. Radial tires
became standard on all models. A new luxury LJ model was added as the new top model. The
base Model J remained available, as well as the SJ. The LJ included pinstriping and a velour
interior trim. The addition of the catalytic converter spelled the end of dual exhaust for and
detuning of engines. A new split vertical bar "waterfall" grille and quad rectangular headlights in
front and revised taillight lenses highlighted the Grand Prix. Features such as a cushioned
steering wheel and custom pedal trim plates became optional on Model J, but remained
standard on LJ and SJ, both of which also continued to include Strato bucket seats as standard
equipment. All models got a new simulated rosewood trim for the dash, door panels, and
console with bucket seats that replaced the African Crossfire Mahogany trim of previous years.
Leather interior trim was a new extra-cost option available with the Strato bucket seats and LJ
and SJ models. In celebration of Pontiac's 50th anniversary in , a number of special edition
Grand Prix were produced. Technically a LJ trim option, these models featured removable Hurst
T-tops, color-keyed Rally II wheels, special "Anniversary Gold" paint actually the new Cadillac
Seville's "Autumn Gold accented by a white opera roof and white side protection. The only
available interior color was Light Buckskin. Among the other distinctions was special badging
with Golden hood and trunk medallions and a Golden "arrow head" logo in the steering wheel.
Buyers could opt for other accessories available for the LJ. Many chose sport instrumentation,
sport steering wheels, or leather upholstery. Mechanically, they were similar to the regular
models. This was one of two anniversary models offered by Pontiac, the other was a special
trim Firebird. A complete reworking of the front header and bumper highlighted the Grand Prix,
which was the final year for the vintage bodyshell that was set to be replaced by a downsized
GP for The parking lamps were now positioned between the quad headlamps same setup as a
or Oldsmobile Cutlass , and the previous year's 'waterfall' grille was replaced by a narrower one
that extended into the lower portion of the bumper. Behind the bumper were new

reinforcements mounting panels made from aluminum rather than steel to reduce weight. In
back the taillights were simplified to eliminate the weighty pot metal bezels that created the
horizontal stripe effect in The original thinking on the CID engine was that the weight savings
from using a significantly lighter engine would cancel out the horsepower loss from the smaller
displacement. This turned out to be a major miscalculation and equipped cars became much
less desirable among Grand Prix enthusiasts and collectors in later years. The also had a
knocking pre-ignition problem that was later determined to be caused by the shape of the
combustion chamber. Each of those engines were Pontiac-built units as in previous years, but
offered in 49 of the 50 states. For the first time in Grand Prix history, a V8 engine was not
standard equipment. A floor-mounted three-speed manual transmission was standard
equipment with the V6 on the base model and the three-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic automatic was
optional. Standard seating choices by model included a notchback bench seat with cloth or
Morrokide vinyl in the base GP, a pillowed velour cloth notchback bench seat in the LJ, or
Strato bucket seats in cloth or Morrokide in the SJ. Viscount leather upholstery was available
with bucket seats on SJ models. A new crosshatch grille and revised taillight lenses were the
only appearance changes made to the Grand Prix. Transmissions remained the same as before
with the three-speed manual standard with the V6 engine on the base model and automatic
transmission optional. The automatic transmission was standard on LJ and SJ models and all
models when a V8 engine was ordered. The Grand Prix returned to a vertical bar grille and
featured new taillight lenses with "GP" logos. The Buick V6 and the four-barrel version of the
Pontiac V8 were carried over from the previous year as was the Chevy V8 offered in California.
A minor reskinning of the sheet metal for improved aerodynamics marked the Grand Prix along
with a new grille design and revised tail section. The Brougham models came standard with all
power options, a plush cloth interior similar to the full-sized Bonneville Brougham, and a half
roof vinyl top with coach lamps. The base and LJ models continued as before. The year was
also the last for Pontiac Motor Division to offer its own V8 engine due to an emerging GM
corporate engine policy that determined Pontiac would build only four-cylinder engines and
Buick only V6 engines, leaving Chevrolet and Oldsmobile to build V8 engines for most GM cars
and trucks, while Cadillac would produce its own aluminum-block V8 that debuted in From on,
all V8-equipped Pontiacs were equipped with Chevy or Olds engines. The Grand Prix was a
virtual rerun of the model with no appearance changes to note. No gasoline-powered V8
engines were offered this year in the U. The A-body line became front-wheel-drive, leaving the
rear-wheel-drive midsize platform as the G-body. The downsized four-door Bonneville was now
related to the Grand Prix. The automatic climate control option was also dropped in , leaving
just manual climate control on all models. Most models had a two tone interior. Front
suspension was independent with wishbones, coil springs, antiroll bars, and telescopic shocks
while the rear still had a live axle. Some minor changes and revisions marked the Grand Prix,
including the return of the octagonal Pontiac hood ornament which originally debuted in ,
gauges with orange needles and red markings previous â€” Grand Prix gauges had white
needles , a T-shaped console shifter, an updated bucket seat design, as well as a woodgrain
plate above the glove box previous â€” Grand Prixs used a black plate. A new optional
four-spoke steering wheel was also available. A new option this year was the Turbo Hydra-Matic
R four-speed overdrive automatic available with the V8 for improved highway gas mileage. For ,
Grand Prix's now included a new checkerboard grille design, as well as an optional two-tone
paint scheme with a fading body stripe. The octagonal 'GP' logo also returned to the taillights.
New rectangular digital ETR stereo system options were introduced and replaced the dial
pushbutton stereos. Options specific for the Pontiac Grand Prix include a factory rear spoiler,
rare aluminum turbo finned wheels, and a full-size spare tire. The 5. Equipment levels were
Standard, LE, and Brougham. An ad for the GP promoted the fact that its instrument panel still
used dials for gauges. It was highlighted by a question similar to one long used in
advertisements for Dial soap since the late s, "Aren't You Glad We Use Dials. Don't You Wish
Everybody Did? An updated taillight design with three sections was the only major change to
the Grand Prix. Pontiac never used the term "Aerocoupe". Since the enormous rear glass was
fixed not an opening hatch , it forced the adoption of a dramatically shortened trunk opening.
The cars were all allotted to dealers in the Southeastern United States. While the 3. This engine
was available with a three-speed or a four-speed automatic transmission. The same three
models were continued including base, LE, and Brougham. Engine offerings again included the
standard Buick 3. This would be the last year for the G-body Grand Prix, which would be
replaced by the all-new W-body version in The model year was also the last GP to feature
rear-wheel-drive, V8 engines until late , and separate body-on-frame construction. The first
front-wheel drive W-body Grand Prix coupes were built in October , and released on January 12,
, for the model year. A five-speed manual or four-speed automatic were the transmissions

offered. The LE was well equipped with power windows and door locks and a digital dashboard
with an analog tachometer. Some models of this generation have the rare feature of a split front
bench seat with a column shifter. Another unique feature only found on the Grand Prix is the
combination lock for the glove box, rather than a key. A host of changes upgraded the Grand
Prix for Air conditioning was standard, and the 2. For , the 3. A four-speed automatic was the
only transmission offered. The coupe was an SE model with body work such as hood louvers
and extra body cladding which would be the most controversial design element in the years to
come. The interior featured more equipment, and only seated four, in contrast to the LE's five
seats. The full analog gauges would become the sports cluster, and the basis for the new
instrument cluster to replace the digital cluster for In , the base model was dropped in favor of a
sedan version replacing the which ended production the next year and the Canada -only
Tempest , entering production on September 12, In contrast to that model, it trades in
all-wheel-drive for the available Turbo 3. An LE sedan was also available for , standard with a 2.
The 2. This model sported a 3. Inside, the GTP was essentially the same as the Turbo. One
notable exception was the available optional Heads Up Display only shared with the Cutlass
Supreme. The STE Turbo was replaced by a 3. The LE coupe was discontinued for Anti-lock
braking system ABS is optional on all models for , the 2. Most LE Sedans ordered for rental
fleets had full power options. A special edition only for was "Richard Petty Edition" of only
units. This was the last year of the old-style B4U bodykit. There was a special edition model with
metallic green paint, as well as gold wheels and pinstriping. It was also the last year that a
manual transmission could be ordered as an option. This was also the last year for the style of
the dashboard used â€” For , Grand Prix went through a mid-generation "facelift" inside and
out, as well as a reshuffling of the lineup. These option packages included the revised 3.
Outside, there was a new front and rear fascia and new ground effects. Inside, a new instrument
panel hosted dual airbags, much larger and easier to use controls, and seatbelts were moved to
the B-pillars rather than the doors on sedans only; coupes retained the automatic seatbelt
design. Under the hood, the 3. The Grand Prix Sedan also had a slight tail light revision using
the amber over red pattern as opposed to the red over amber in years past; however, the
coupe's tail lights remained the same. Mirrors on some models were painted in body color. For
the center console on floor shift models received a minor redesign. This was also the last year
for the BYP body cladding package. The 3. All Grand Prix coupes received a sport package with
five-spoke alloy wheels and dual exhaust. This is the last year for the fifth-generation Grand Prix
and this is the last year for the 5th generation mid-sized Grand Prix sedan. It was the first year
for the full-sized Grand Prix sedans. By , a final design was approved and show concept
developed during the latter half of This was a near-exact preview of a redesign for the Grand
Prix, due within the calendar year. Promoted for its "wide track" appearance and racy styling,
this second-generation W-body Grand Prix sold well. The first Grand Prix was built on August
12, Coupes and sedans shared similar styling, except for rear doors and quarter panels. The
base 3. The GT 3. Replacing the Chevy LQ1 3. GTP interior trim level featured a "performance
shift" button on the shifter that raised the transmission shift points. Few changes occurred this
year, except that traction control now was available with the supercharged engine. Airbags were
"depowered" to deploy with reduced force. The tire-pressure monitor was dropped. Also on
models equipped with 3. To add some excitement, Pontiac also launched a special pace car
model. This model celebrated the 40th running of the Daytona on February 15, The pace-car
replicas had special Medium Gulf Blue Metallic paint, unique "Sparkle Silver" inch torque star
aluminum wheels, custom decaling, a plaque notating the specific model number and custom
door panels. Also standard was a heads-up-display that projected the speed onto the
windshield. A total 1, were produced, of which were equipped with sunroofs. Detail changes
marked the editions of Pontiac's midsize coupe and sedan. New wheel choices were the main
visual change this year. The non-supercharged Series V6 engine gained 5 horsepower now This
was also the last year that the SE model had the optional non-supercharged V6. GT models
received a standard rear spoiler this year. The coolant overflow reservoir was relocated from
being in front of the intake box to being mounted to the passenger strut tower. The one new
option was a Bose 8-speaker audio system. The standard 3. New standard equipment included
rear child-seat anchors and an anti-theft system that disabled the starter unless the proper
ignition key was used. Only 2, were planned. The SE got revised frontal styling in the form of the
GT and GTP front bumper cover in place of the older SE-specific front fascia, standard rear
spoiler , and in-trunk emergency release; manual dual-zone climate-control replaced the
optional electronic automatic unit previously offered. This package adds the NASCAR -inspired
rear spoiler and roof fences, hood-mounted heat extractors, and polished dual-outlet exhaust
tips previously offered on the Pace Car Replica and also adds a two-tone interior, spoke chrome
wheels, and the requisite badging. Also available for were two dealer-installed "75th

Anniversary" emblems, to celebrate Pontiac's 75th anniversary, they were placed in front of the
badging on each door. A new, yet not very noticed feature for was added rear strut tower
"liners". This prevented common rust of the rear strut towers of the models. Unique elements
such as the Dark Cherry Metallic paint, 40th Anniversary badges, and Ruby Red and Graphite
interior trim with the 40th Anniversary logo embroidered on the front seats and floormats
differentiated this option package from the previous year's offering. GM Accessories also
provided performance brake pads, drilled and slotted brake rotors front and rear , a cat-back
exhaust system, and a low-restriction air filter. The SE gained standard cruise control and
dual-zone climate control, and GTs got a standard power driver's seat and CD player. This was
the last year of the two-door coupe. The SE model can be identified by a single exhaust pipe
and different rear bumper cover. OnStar was now an option on the GTP. The last Grand Prix
coupe rolled off the assembly line on July 19, and it was the last mid-sized 6th generation Grand
Prix coupe. Pontiac dropped the coupe version 2-door for and made anti-lock brakes and
traction control optional instead of standard on most of the remaining sedans. Production
ceased in February and was the last GM car to have an analog odometer. Over fires were
reported. This recall affected over , vehicles equipped with the supercharged Series II engine.
GM sent a letter to the owners of these vehicles on March 13, , instructing them not to park in
garages or carports until the problem was resolved. Some believed this recall did not fix the fire
problem, and instead the problem is likely faulty fuel rail quick disconnect o-rings. There have
been reports of fires happening after the recall has been performed. The recall for the
non-supercharged V6 was to remove the front spark plug retainer and a valve cover gasket is
not changed on non-supercharged 3. The recall covered nearly 1. This recall covers nearly 1. As
of October 27, , there is no remedy for this recall. As of May , Grand Prixs from the model years
of that were outfitted with OnStar cannot be activated due to outdated technology. OnStar's
wireless services are provided by Verizon Wireless , which switched fully to digital cellular
communications. Grand Prixs of model years to have OnStar systems that are Analog cellular
capable only. Some models may have had modules that could be upgraded to digital-ready.
Also, a spoke lightweight wheel was standard with the Comp-G package but could be
'upgraded' to the GTP optional wheel. The newly redesigned model mostly received positive
reviews from critics regarding its distinctive styling, performance, and reliability. Commencing
with this generation, the 2-door coupe version of the Grand Prix was no longer an available
body style. The Grand Prix was offered with an optional head-up display. A Pontiac Grand Prix
GT2 "Special Edition" was also offered in very limited supply, this model included special
chrome spoke wheels, heated leather seats, the Monsoon sound system, and the heads-up
display. This Special Edition has the Pontiac SE name badging on the side of the car just behind
the front wheels. The GT had the naturally aspirated 3. When the GXP debuted later in the model
year, the Competition Group was dropped, but several features were retained in a Sport
package available on the GTP for the rest of that model year. It has a shortened crankshaft, and
a host of other modifications to make it fit into a front-wheel-drive vehicle. Also, the DIC will
display G-Force maximum achieved for lateral, acceleration, and deceleration information when
the car is not moving. Cosmetically, the GXP differs from the other models with more
aggressive bodywork including a different front clip, wheel well cooling vents on the front
fenders, a different rear bumper, and twin-dual polished exhaust. For , a "Special Edition" body
package was added which came with a body-colored SPO grille, new front and rear "diffuser"
type bumpers, lower side skirts, and wheels. All General Motors 3. That model year gave it the
car's final update by adding GM badges near the front doors until the Grand Prix was pulled
from Pontiac's lineup after Also, the active displacement management capability on the 5.
Several new colors were also added for the model year. The Pontiac Grand Prix was replaced by
the G8 for the â€” model year. Production of the larger G8 , however, ended in June The Pontiac
brand was dissolved in as part of GM's Chapter 11 reorganization. Grand Prix grille, the
Parisienne Custom Sport. It was available as a hardtop coupe or convertible, and was basically
equivalent to the Chevrolet Impala Super Sport. This was followed in with the Grande
Parisienne, which featured the unique American Grand Prix front complete with hidden
headlights in , but unlike the U. The 4-door and convertible versions had the same roofline as
the standard Pontiacs while the coupe got the distinctive U. Grand Prix body styling. This model
was offered until , when the Grande Parisienne became a premium version of the Parisienne and
the U. All full-sized Canadian Pontiacs used the standard Chevrolet platform and drivetrains,
with Pontiac-styled body panels and instrument panels. The IIHS gives the Grand Prix a Good
overall score in the frontal impact test and a "Marginal" overall score for models equipped with
side curtain airbags in the side impact test. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle. B A G , W This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve
this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
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Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive â€” Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive â€” GM G-Body.
A-body â€” G-body â€” October â€” coupe September 12, â€” sedan [16]. Kansas City, Kansas ,
United States. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Pontiac Tempest Pontiac Oshawa,
Ontario , Canada. John Manoogian II [29]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Pontiac
Grand Prix. Ventura II. Tempest Custom. Custom S. Grand Am. Strato Chief. Pathfinder Deluxe.
Super Chief. Catalina Brougham. Parisienne Brougham. Star Chief. Star Chief Executive. Grand
Ville. Grand Ville Brougham. Bonneville Brougham. Station wagon. Personal luxury. Grand Prix.
Muscle car. Grand tourer. Mid-size crossover. Compact SUV. Compact MPV. Montana SV6. For
those into their classic muscle cars , you may have heard a lot about the Pontiac vehicles. The
Pontiac Grand Prix was a popular all-rounder car during the s, which provided a lot of fun and
power for the rider. Since the first model in , there have been four generations of the Grand Prix.
The final one releasing in These classics that were produced in the early 60s are not seen so
much now, which is a shame as they are good-looking and entertaining cars. To find out more
about how much one costs now, keep reading. The earliest model of Pontiac Grand Prix was in
The EPA state that a full-size car is one with more than cubic feet in volume inside, which the
early Pontiac Grand Prix models did. As it was fairly heavy car due to its large engine, its top
speed reached mph. Two other types of engines were offered, which could increase output to or
horsepower. These upgrades were known as the non-Tri-Power and Tri-Power models. The main
purpose of a muscle car is for drag racing, especially during the 60s and 70s. Their main priority
was to offer impressive acceleration over handling and speed, which the Grand Prix did. Instead
of maxing out at top speeds, the Pontiac Grand Prix was designed to reach 60 mph in around 6
seconds. During this era, 6 seconds to reach 60 mph was pretty quick and the Grand Prix did
excel customers expectations. It was very reliable both for daily driving and drag racing, so it
was a popular car during its prime. Sadly, the classic muscle car is no longer in production. The
manufacturer, General Motors, declared bankruptcy in , which meant all cars, past and present
had to be discontinued. Although the ride is no longer around to be purchased as brand new,
there are still some around in the second-hand market. It may be difficult to find an original
model, but later models boast similar specifications and some even offer more speed. It took
inspiration from the Pontiac Catalina, with its hardtop coupe roof and white bucket seats.
Although the car only has two doors, you will find four seats inside. It may have proved to be
awkward to climb in and out of for backseat riders, but there is plenty of space inside with it
being a full-sized car. Other interior features that were unique to the Pontiac Grand Prix classic
was nylon loop-blend carpet and a complete monochrome color scheme. It oozed comfort with
a foldable centre armrest and deluxe steering wheel. For entertainment during a comfortable
drive, the driver and passengers could enjoy Bi-Phonic rear seat speakers and sleek lighting. If
you get lucky, you may even find an original first generation in good condition. The more money
you pay for a classic muscle car, the better the spec or condition. After all, if you are willing to
put your money down on a car over 50 years old, you will want it to at least be able to run and
get the most out of it whilst you can. In our opinion, the Pontiac Grand Prix was a great classic
muscle car during its prime and throughout its decades on the market. Since the first-ever
release from General Motors in , there were numerous upgrades and remodels. The lineup was
impressive and its a real shame to have to seen them be discontinued in Luckily enough, the
second-hand market is pretty reliable for classic cars. Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Via:
Skyway Classics. Via: Hemmings. Via: The Truth About Cars. Via: Pinterest. Related Topics
Muscle Cars. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30

years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

